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Abstract- Image processing is an emerging field 

and lots of research had been performed for the 

past few years. It has various techniques which 

include image segmentation, enhancement, feature 

extraction, classification, restoration, image 

generation, pattern recognition etc. pattern 

recognition is an important part of image 

processing system. The aim of this paper is to 

study how AWS Rekognition can be used to 

recognize an image and also helps in analysis of 

image. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A pattern is an arrangement of descriptors or 

features. It could be a human face, any image, 

speech signal, finger print, a hand written etc. A 

pattern class is a family of patterns that share 

common properties. Pattern classes are denoted w1, 

w2, w3…, wn where n is the number of classes. 

Pattern recognition is the study of how machines 

can observe the environment, learn to distinguish 

patterns of interest from their background, and 

make sound and reasonable decisions about the 

categories of the patterns. Pattern recognition by 

machine involves techniques for assigning pattern 

to their respective classes-automatically and with as 

little human intervention as possible. For 

recognizing an object the system must receive some 

information or features from that object. Based on 

these features the object is assigned with one of the 

possible classes. The classification can be easily 

done by using artificial neural network which 

provides a promising output. The aim of using 

genetic algorithm in pattern recognition is to select 

the parameters in an optimized way so to improve 

the quality of the output. 

 

 

2. PATTERN RECOGNITION 

 

Pattern recognition means identification of 

ideal object. In practice three common pattern 

arrangements used which are vectors (for 

quantitative descriptions), strings and trees (for 

structural descriptions). Recognition technique 

based on matching represent each class by a 

prototype pattern vector. An unknown pattern is 

assigned to the class to which it is closet in terms of 

a predefined metrics. The simplest approach is the 

minimum distance classifier which computes the 

distance between the unknown and each of the 

prototype vectors. It chooses the smallest distance 

to make a decision. The statistical properties of the 

pattern classes in a problem often are unknown or 

cannot be estimated. In practice, such decision-

theoretic problems are best handled by methods 

that yield the required decision functions directly 

through training. The measuring and interpreting 

physical events, probability consideration become 

important in pattern recognition because of the 

randomness under which pattern classes normally 

are generated. It is possible to derive a 

classification approach that is optimal in the sense 

that, on average its use yields the lowest probability 

of committing classification errors. 

 

The design of a pattern recognition system 

essentially involves the following three aspects: 

 

 Data acquisition and preprocessing 

 Data representation 

 Decision making 

 

The problem domain dictates the choice of 

sensor(s), preprocessing technique, representation 

scheme, and the decision making model. It is 

generally agreed that a well-defined and 

sufficiently constrained recognition problem (small 

intra-class variations and large interclass variations) 
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will lead to a compact pattern representation and a 

simple decision making strategy. Learning from a 

set of examples (training set) is an important and 

desired attribute of most pattern recognition 

systems. The four best known approaches for 

pattern recognition are: 1) template matching, 2) 

statistical classification, 3) syntactic or structural 

matching, and 4) neural networks. 

 

Pattern recognition is generally categorized 

according to the type of learning procedure used to 

generate the output value. Supervised learning 

assumes that a set of training data (the training set) 

has been provided, consisting of a set of instances 

that have been properly labeled by hand with the 

correct output. A learning procedure then generates 

a model that attempts to meet two sometimes 

conflicting objectives: Perform as well as possible 

on the training data, and generalize as well as 

possible to new data. An Unsupervised learning, on 

the other hand, assumes training data that has not 

been hand-labeled, and attempts to find inherent 

patterns in the data that can then be used to 

determine the correct output value for new data 

instances. A combination of the two that has 

recently been explored is semi-supervised learning, 

which uses a combination of labeled and unlabeled 

data (typically a small set of labeled data combined 

with a large amount of unlabeled data). 

 

3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

For the past few years a lots of studies had 

been carried out on pattern recognition. In [4], 

authors proposed interactive voice response (IVR) 

with pattern recognition based on neural networks. 

In this case after entering the correct password the 

user is asked to input his voice sample which can 

be used to verify his voice. The addition of voice 

pattern recognition in the authentication process 

enhances the security. The results are promising 

based on false accept and false reject criteria 

having a quick response time. Here a Multilayer 

perceptron is used for feature matching. Authors in 

[5] used artificial neural network for face 

recognition. They evaluated the performance of the 

system by applying two photometric normalization 

techniques: Histogram equalization and 

Homomorphic filtering. The system produced 

promising results for face verification and face 

recognition. 

 

In [6], the authors used artificial neural 

network for Electrocardiogram (ECG) pattern 

recognition. Four types of ECG patterns were 

chosen from the MIT-BIH database to be 

recognized, which includes normal sinus rhythms 

(N), premature ventricular contraction (PVC) and 

aterial premature beat (A) and left bundle branch 

block beat (L). Recognizing an ECG pattern is 

essentially the process of extracting and classifying 

ECG feature parameters which may be obtained 

either from the time domain or transform domain. 

In this method the performance of the neural 

networks was evaluated by the recognition 

sensitivities, the overall recognition accuracy and 

the number of neurons needed. The overall 

accuracy is defined as the ratio of the total number 

of beats recognized correctly to the total number of 

beats in the test phase. 

 

In [7] authors applied artificial neural 

network approach for optical character recognition 

(OCR). A simple feed forward neural network 

model has been trained with different set of noisy 

data. The back propagation method was used for 

learning in neural network. The application 

includes postal code recognition, banking, reading 

devices for blind etc. 

4. AMAZON REKOGNITION 

Amazon Rekognition makes it easy to add 

image and video analysis to your applications using 

proven, highly scalable, deep learning technology 

that requires no machine learning expertise to use. 

With Amazon Rekognition, you can identify 

objects, people, text, scenes, and activities in 

images and videos, as well as detect any 

inappropriate content. Amazon Rekognition also 

provides highly accurate facial analysis and facial 

search capabilities that you can use to detect, 

analyze, and compare faces for a wide variety of 

user verification, people counting, and public safety 

use cases. 

Amazon Rekognition provides two API sets. 

You use Amazon Rekognition Image for analyzing 

images and Amazon Rekognition Video for 

analyzing videos. When a customer uploads a photo, 

your application can use Amazon Rekognition Image 
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to detect real-world objects or faces in the image. 

With Amazon Rekognition Custom Labels, you can 

identify the objects and scenes in images that are 

specific to your business needs. For example, you can 

build a model to classify specific machine parts on 

your assembly line or to detect unhealthy plants. 

Amazon Rekognition Custom Labels takes care of 

the heavy lifting of model development for you, so 

no machine learning experience is required. You 

simply need to supply images of objects or scenes 

you want to identify, and the service handles the rest. 

A label or a tag is an object, scene, or concept 

found in an image or video based on its contents. For 

example, a photo of people on a tropical beach may 

contain labels such as Person, Water, Sand, Palm 

Tree, and Swimwear (objects), Beach (scene), and 

Outdoors (concept). Amazon Rekognition Video can 

also detect activities such as a person skiing or riding 

a bike. Amazon Rekognition Image does not detect 

activities in images. Amazon Rekognition Image and 

Amazon Rekognition Video can return the bounding 

box for common object labels such as people, cars, 

furniture, apparel or pets. Bounding box information 

isn't returned for less common object labels. You can 

use bounding boxes to find the exact locations of 

objects in an image, count instances of detected 

objects, or to measure an object's size using bounding 

box dimensions. 

Key features 

 Labels 

 

With Amazon Rekognition, you can identify 

thousands of objects (such as bike, telephone, 

building), and scenes (such as parking lot, beach, 

city). When analyzing video, you can also identify 

specific activities such as "delivering a package" or 

"playing soccer". 

 Content moderation 

 

Amazon Rekognition helps you identify 

potentially unsafe or inappropriate content across 

both image and video assets and provides you with 

detailed labels that allow you to accurately control 

what you want to allow based on your needs.  

 

 Face detection and analysis 

 

With Amazon Rekognition, you can easily 

detect when faces appear in images and videos and 

get attributes such as gender, age range, eyes open, 

glasses, facial hair for each. In video, you can also 

measure how these faces attributes change over time, 

such as constructing a timeline of the emotions 

expressed by an actor.  

 Custom labels 

 

With Amazon Rekognition Custom Labels, 

you can extend the detection capabilities of Amazon 

Rekognition to extract information from images that 

is uniquely helpful to your business. For example, 

you can find your corporate logo in social media, 

identify your products on store shelves, classify your 

machine parts in an assembly line, or detect your 

animated characters in videos. 

 Text detection 

 

In photos and videos, text appears very 

differently than neat words on a printed page. 

Amazon Rekognition can read skewed and distorted 

text to capture information like store names, forced 

narratives overlaid on media, street signs, and text on 

product packaging. 

 Face search and verification 

 

Amazon Rekognition provides fast and 

accurate face search, allowing you to identify a 

person in a photo or video using your private 

repository of face images. You can also verify 

identity by analyzing a face image against images 

you have stored for comparison. 
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5. OUTPUT 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 1 Facial analysis using Amazon Rekognition 

 

 

 

  Fig. 2 Text in Image using Amazon Rekognition 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Object and Scene Detection using Amazon 

Rekognition 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Amazon Rekognition is a service that makes it 

easy and quick to add deep learning-based visual 

search and image classification to your applications. 

With Rekognition, you can detect objects, scenes, 

and faces in images. You can also search and 

compare faces, recognize celebrities, and identify 

inappropriate content. Integrated with AWS, Amazon 

Rekognition provides a fast, scalable, reliable and 

secure image recognition platform to help customers 

cost effectively gain fast insight and new revenue 

opportunities from their image library at the scale of 

their business. 
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